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Urea prills are produced in a prilling tower where a cooling-solidi�cation process takes place. The ambient air is used as 
the cooling air stream for this process. In this study, the cooling-solidi�cation process was numerically investigated in the 
particle size range of commercial product. The simulations predicted that the temperature of smaller particles fully so-
lidi�ed became nearly identical with that of cooling air over the entire body at the bottom of tower. It was found, on the 
other hand, that the temperature of larger particles remained high over a large portion of its core part. SEM observation 
of the particle cross-section favorably validated the numerical predictions.

Introduction

In the present case study, prilling of urea fertilizer is con-
sidered. A prilling tower is a device that converts the urea 
from the melt form to the solid form. Typically, it is a cylin-
drical concrete tower of 60 m in height and of 20 m in inner 
diameter. The urea is fed at the top of the tower in the melt 
form. The melt is fed into the center of the spinning device. 
This rotating bucket is a sieve-like conical shape drum with 
holes located along its height. Under the influence of the 
centrifugal force, the liquid is forced against the perforated 
wall. Liquid jets of urea emerge from the bucket. These liq-
uid jets break up due to capillary and centrifugal instability 
producing the liquid urea droplets that fall down in the 
tower.

An ambient air stream is used to cool the liquid urea 
droplet and in the solidification process of the urea drop-
let as well. The air enters from intake openings located 
at a height of 7 m from the ground level and flows in the 
countercurrent direction to the falling urea droplets. Due 
to the direct contact between the falling urea droplets and 
the rising air stream along the height of the tower, heat and 
mass transfer takes place. Therefore, a cooling-solidification 
process occurs for the urea droplets. The product, urea 
prills, goes from the tower base to a conveyor belt where it is 
collected and packed. The air is discharged to the surround-
ing environment from the tower through the exhaust pipes 

located at the top of tower.
In this work, a prilling plant of Abu Qir Fertilizers Com-

pany located in Alexandria, Egypt with annual productivity 
of 500,000 t is considered for a case study. A schematic dia-
gram of the prilling tower is shown in Figure 1.

In the literature, few studies have discussed the modeling 
of a prilling tower. Bakhtin et al. (1978) proposed the first 
mathematical model of the prilling process. It was argued in 
his study that the tower height which enabled complete so-
lidification of droplets at the tower bottom was an optimum 
tower height.

Yuan et al. (2007) utilized a simple shrinking unsolidified 
core model to introduce a new design of the prilling tower. 
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Fig. 1　A schematic diagram for the urea prilling tower
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The model was based on a lumped method where the whole 
particle temperature is assumed as constant. Alamdari et al. 
(2000) introduced a more enhanced model. In their study, 
the prilling process was simulated by a simultaneous solu-
tion of the continuity, hydrodynamics, mass and energy 
transfer equations. Hashemi and Nourai (2006) determined 
the critical particle size below which no particle can fall 
down in the prilling tower, and consequently carried over to 
the top being entrained by the air stream and discharged to 
the atmosphere. In addition, they studied the environmental 
impacts of the particulates emitted from the process into the 
atmosphere.

Mehrez et al. (2012) modeled the prilling process of urea. 
They considered the velocity of the particles in the three 
directions throughout the tower. The temperature and mois-
ture variation along the radius of the particles and through-
out the whole tower were obtained.

In this study, numerical and experimental work was car-
ried out to investigate the cooling-solidification process of 
urea particles in the prilling tower. The model of Mehrez et 
al. (2012) was employed. The simulation results were vali-
dated using a scanning electronic microscope (SEM). The 
cross sections of the urea particles collected at the tower 
bottom were analyzed to evaluate the progress of solidifica-
tion. It should be noted that the previous studies have not 
considered the visualization of the particle cross sections to 
validate the simulations.

1.　Mathematical Model

In the model, the shape and diameter of each urea drop-
let/particle was assumed as spherical and constant during 
the whole process. As a result, the size distribution of the 
urea droplets emerging from the rotating bucket was also 
assumed to be identical with that of the urea particles dis-
cussed in Section 2.1. Consequently, in each simulation, a 
certain diameter was chosen in the size range of urea par-
ticles collected at the tower bottom, viz., 1 to 2.8 mm. The 
upward vertical velocity of air (v̄)az was also specified as con-
stant (0.63 m/s) over the whole domain, based on an actual 
operating condition.

The details of the mathematical model employed in this 
study have been described elsewhere (Mehrez et al., 2012). 
This mathematical model was divided into three sections: 
hydrodynamics, energy and mass balances. In this study, 
the two sections of hydrodynamics and energy balance are 
summarized below since this study focuses on the solidifica-
tion process. The mass balance part is related to the migra-
tion of the water vapor inside the urea particle. The urea is 
fed in the melt form at a temperature of 140°C where the 
water vapor content is 0.5% by weight, and the urea prills 
exit from the tower with maximum value of 0.43% of water 
content by weight, as the ambient air humidity is high in Al-
exandria, Egypt, where the urea prilling process takes place. 
Therefore, it can be neglected during the phase change of 
urea.

1.1　Hydrodynamics
The three effective forces on the particle along its journey 

throughout the whole tower are the weight force FW, the 
buoyancy force FB, and the drag force FD. Applying Newton’s 
law of motion, the equation of motion for the particle in the 
vector form is as follows.
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The particle Reynolds number, Rep, depending on the 
size of the particles, is ranged in this study as follows: 
100<Rep<3000. The drag coefficient, CD, is determined 
from the correlation of Khan and Richardson (Brown and 
Lawler., 2003), which is applicable in the particle Reynolds 
number, Rep, range of 0.01 to 3×105.

0.31 0.06 3.45
D P P2.25 0.36C Re Re−=( + )   (5)

Here, the particle velocity is vp, the absolute value of the 
velocity of the particle relative to the air is vrel, the unit vec-
tor of the relative velocity is v̂0, and K̂ is the unit vector of 
the axial z-direction.

The analysis is based on the assumption that the length of 
the unbroken stream of liquid urea emerging from the rotat-
ing bucket is considerably smaller than the length of the free 
fall of the droplets. Further, it is assumed that a droplet gen-
erated from the rotating bucket became a urea particle with 
a size unchanged during the whole cooling-solidification 
process. Thus, the size of a urea particle was determined by 
performing sieve analysis for a urea sample collected from 
the bottom of the prilling tower as will be discussed later. 
The condition of the point of departure of the urea stream at 
any section rsec from the rotary bucket with conical shape is 
chosen as the initial condition.

p0 sec  0 ˆ  0θωr e= + +v   (6)

1.2　Energy balance
The energy balance for both the urea particle and the air 

stream is to be considered. The energy balance for the urea 
particle during its fall throughout the whole tower can be 
described by dividing the prilling tower into the following 
three zones. In the first zone, the liquid droplet loses its 
sensible heat to the cooling air until it reaches the crystal-
lization temperature. In the second zone, a solid layer with 
thickness of δ(z) grows from the surface of the droplet, and 
hence two phases, liquid and solid, exist in each droplet. 
Here, δ(z) is the thickness of the solidified shell, i.e., the 
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thickness between the outer surface of the particle and the 
phase interface between liquid and solid of the particle at 
the tower height of z.

Heat from the core of the particle transfers to the ambi-
ent air by conduction through the liquid and solid phases 
of the prills. In this stage, the solid layer thickens toward the 
center decreasing the liquid phase until the droplet becomes 
completely solid. In the last zone, the solid particle loses 
sensible heat and further cooling takes place until the par-
ticle exits from the tower bottom at a certain temperature. 
The cooling-solidification process of urea in the three zones 
is depicted in Figure 2.

It is noted that the urea droplet and particle are assumed 
to be spherical for simplifying the phenomena. This type of 
simplification is usually regarded as reasonable in analytical 
and numerical modeling in the case of the droplet size being 
small and morphological deviation not being severe as seen 
in Figures 5 and 6.

The governing equations for the energy balance are as fol-
lows.

Zone (1)
Assuming that the urea product is a sphere, the heat equa-

tion in the radial direction without heat generation is ap-
plied as follows.
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As the temperature of liquid urea fed at the top of the 
tower ztop is specified as Ttop, the initial temperature condi-
tion of the urea droplet is written as follows.

p top top( , )lT r z T=   (8)

Also, the governing energy balance equation for a spheri-
cal droplet is subjected to the symmetry condition at the 
particle core as follows.
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Moreover, the convection boundary condition at the 
outer surface of the particle is given as follows.
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Here, Ta(z) is the cooling air stream temperature.
Zone (2)
Once the solidification temperature of the urea droplet is 

reached, a solid layer appears at the outer surface of the urea 
droplet indicating the start of the urea solidification process. 
However, in this zone, the particle has two phases; liquid 
and solid. The heat equation in the radial direction is ap-
plied for the two phases, separately as follows.
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Here, the subscripts l and s denote the liquid and the solid 
phases, respectively. The initial thermal condition of the 
urea droplet is as follows.

=p init m( ),  lT R z T   (13)

Here, Tm is the crystallization temperature, and zinit is 
the height of the tower at which the solidification of the 
urea droplet is initiated. Therefore, zinit is determined by 
the simulation itself in each simulation with the given urea 
size condition. The urea droplet boundary conditions are 
the same as presented in the first zone with considering the 
symmetry boundary condition at the urea droplet core, and 
convection heat transfer at the outer surface of the urea par-
ticle considering that the subscript l for liquid is replaced by 
s for solid in Eq. (10).

For solving the phase-change energy balance problems, 
additional boundary condition exists at the interface be-
tween the liquid and the solid phases. The temperatures 
at the liquid and the solid phase interface are equal to the 
melting temperature Tm. Moreover, liquid urea loss amount 
of energy equals the latent heat of crystallization L to be 
solidified. Therefore, heat transfer by conduction from the 
liquid core of the particle removed during the solidification 
process is partly stored in the solid phase, and the rest is 
conducted through the solid phase layer to the cooling air 
stream. This condition is called the Stefan condition and is 
formulated as follows.
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Zone (3)
At the height where the shell thickness δ(z) reached the 

radius of the particle, that is, the solid–liquid interface 
reaches the center of the particle, this height is defined as 

Fig. 2　Three zones of the prilling tower
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zfinal. Therefore, zfinal is determined by the simulation itself in 
each simulation with the given urea size conditions.

From this height, the sensible cooling of the solid urea 
particle takes place until the urea particle reaches the bot-
tom of the tower zbottom. The conduction heat transfer equa-
tion for the solid particle in spherical coordinates (in r-
direction) is applied and is given by Eq. (16).
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The initial condition is given by the final condition of a 
urea particle at the end of the second zone where δ(zfinal)= 
Rp. In addition, the boundary conditions of the urea 
particles as in the first and second zones still exist and are 
considered; symmetry at the particle core ∂ ∂

=
=

p
s p 0

( ) 0/
r

T r  . 
Meanwhile, the convection boundary condition at the outer 
surface of the urea prill is the same as in Eq. (10).

The energy balance of the air is accomplished by taking a 
slab of the tower with height dz as shown in Figure 3. The 
volume fraction of a urea particle in the prilling tower is 
defined as ε.

rquation (17) gives the energy balance for the air stream 
as follows.
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Here, the heat transfer coefficient is obtained from the 
Ranz-Marshall’s equation (Alamdari et al., 2000) as follows.

1/2 1/32 0.6   Nu Re Pr= +   (18)

For the values of Prantdl and particle Reynolds numbers 
as follows: 0.71≤Pr≤380, 3.5≤Rep≤7.6×104. The Prantdl 
number Pr is constant in the analysis and equals 0.713.

The mathematical model is solved numerically by the 4th 
order Runge-Kutta method for hydrodynamics, and by the 
enthalpy method for the energy balance.

Appropriate initial conditions for the solution domain (rp, 
z) were considered. The initial values of the velocity com-
ponents were considered for the urea droplets that emerge 
from the rotating bucket; whereas, the energy balance is 
based on the initial temperature of urea, which has the value 
of 140°C based on the actual operating conditions (this is 
above the melting point of urea of 132°C).

The cooling air temperature was specified as 20°C in all 

of the simulations, which was the outside temperature when 
the samples were collected.

2.　Experiments

2.1　Sieve analysis
The size distribution of urea particles was determined 

by performing sieve analysis on 700 g of urea sample col-
lected at the tower bottom. The results show that 72% of 
the particles have diameters in the range of 1 mm to 2 mm; 
whereas, approximately 25% have diameters between 2 mm 
and 4 mm.

Van den Berg and Hallie (1960) reported that the diame-
ter of the droplets obtained from rotating nozzles is approxi-
mately 1.5–2 times the orifice if the velocity falls into the 
range of 1 to 10 m/s and the viscosity is in the range of 10−3 
to 10−1 Pa∙s. They also reported that urea prills were ob-
tained by means of a rotating basket. The basket rotated with 
a speed of 5 s−1 and contained orifices from 0.95 to 1.2 mm 
in diameter. The weight average particle size was 1.55 mm, 
while the particle size distribution was narrow.

In our case, the prilling device had a conical shape that 
rotated at 4.25 s−1, and it had major and minor cone diam-
eters of 0.4 m and 0.14 m, respectively. The orifice diameter 
was 1.2 mm. The normal distribution of the sample results 
in an average particle diameter of 1.6 mm as shown in 
Figure 4, which reasonably agrees with the values in the 
previous studies.

2.2　SEM observation
To evaluate the progress of solidification inside the urea 

particles, the experimental work was conducted using a 
scanning electronic microscope (SEM). The particles with 
different sizes were taken from the sample, and cut into half 
spheres in order to visualize the cross section under the 
microscope. The particles were coated with gold beforehand 
due to the low electrical conductivity of urea.

Figure 5 exemplifies a cross section of the urea particle 
with a diameter larger than 1.7 mm. It is seen that the cross 
section can be divided into two portions, viz., outer shell 
portion with dense surface and inner core portion with 
rough surface. These characteristics can be seen in Figures 

Fig. 3　Slab of the tower with height dz

Fig. 4　Normal distribution of the urea sample
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6(e)–(g) as well. It is supposed that the outer shell was so-
lidified faster and uniformly associated with forced convec-
tive heat and water removal while falling down, and hence 
looks dense. It is supposed, on the other hand, that the 
inner core was solidified slowly and heterogeneously at the 
bottom because of no convective heat and mass removal, 
and hence looks rough. The two distinct portions, core and 
shell, seen in Figures 5 and 6, imply that there exist the pos-
sible two kinds of solicitation processes as considered above. 
Consequently, it can be reasonably assumed that if the core 
part exists over the cross section, the solidification was not 
fully completed while falling down and vice versa. Further, 
it can be said that the thickness of the shell portion indi-
cates the progress of the solidification while falling down. It 
is noted that, in this study, the small pores seen in Figures 
6(a)–(d) are neglected in the analysis since these are appar-
ently distinguishable from the core structure seen in Figures 
6(e)–(g).

In this study, therefore, the ratio of core and shell portions 
was quantified by the following procedure. The first step is 
drawing gridlines on the snapshot of the particle taken by 
SEM, as seen in Figure 5. Through these gridlines, we can 
perform measurements of the particle diameter and the core 
portion. From Figure 5(b), the scale of the measurement is 
determined. The gridlines indicate that each of the 8 grids 
represent 500 µm.

The second step is measuring the diameter of the particle 
in the two axes. By measuring the diameter in the horizontal 
x-direction, it was found to be 1.8125 mm; whereas, in the 
vertical y-direction, it was found to be 2.125 mm. Therefore, 

the average value is considered which is nearly 2 mm. The 
third step is determining the radius of the core portion, 
Rc, by the above method. The radius of the core portion is 
obtained as an equivalent radius based on the lengths in x 
and y directions of the core portion. Finally, from the previ-
ous steps, the solidified shell thickness of the urea prill at 
the tower bottom, δ(0), is determined, and the ratio of the 
solidified shell thickness to the radius of the particle, the so-
lidification ratio, ψ, is obtained from the following relation.

p c

p p

(0) R Rδψ R R
−

= =   (19)

The cross section of the particle with diameter of 2 mm, 
and the same snapshot with gridlines are shown in Figures 
5(a), (b).

The solidified shell thickness was determined for par-
ticles with the diameters of 1 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.4 mm, 1.7 mm, 
2 mm, 2.4 mm, and 2.8 mm, respectively. The SEM photos 
for cross sections of those particles are shown in Figure 6. 
The boundary shapes of core portion formed in the urea 
particles were irregular to a variety of extent. To deter-
mine the size of core portion, first, the irregular boundary, 
the solid line in green in Figure 6(f), was drawn so that 
the rough surface was enclosed. Subsequently, the irregular 
boundary was replaced by an elliptic boundary with the 
equivalent area, the dotted line in green in Figure 6(f ″), so 
that both of the boundaries overlap as much as possible and 
the number of grid cells enclosed by both of the boundaries 
are equivalent as shown in Figure 6(f ″). Then, the average of 
the length of major and minor axes was taken as the size of 

Fig. 5　SEM image for a section of 2 mm particle diameter (a) without grids and (b) with grids
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the core portion in this study.

3.　Results and discussion

The predicted radial temperature profile at several chosen 
heights of the tower is shown in Figure 7 for the particles 
with the diameters of 1 mm, 1.7 mm, and 2.8 mm, respec-
tively. The ratio of the solidified shell thickness to the parti-
cle radius ψ is estimated from the radial temperature profile 
at the tower bottom where the process ends. The inner 
portion with the temperature higher than the melting point 
(132°C) is regarded as the liquid phase at the bottom, and 
hence becomes the core. Conversely, the solid portion, the 
outer shell, is assumed to occupy the radial range where the 
temperature is lower than the melting point at the bottom.

Both of the solidification ratios, which were obtained 
experimentally and numerically, are shown in Figure 8 for 

comparison purposes. Although the number of SEM data 
is not large as one per particle size, due to the difficulties 
in generating cross-sections of particles, it can be said that 
the results depict the tendency sufficiently for comparative 

Fig. 6　SEM images for sections of particles with different sizes

Fig. 7 Radial temperature variation along the tower height for par-
ticles with different sizes

Fig. 8 Qualitative Indication using SEM of cooling process inside the 
prilling tower
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analysis.
As seen in Figure 8, the simulations predict that the com-

plete solidification takes place in the particle size range less 
than 1.3 mm. As the particle size increases, the solidified 
shell fraction decreases while the core fraction increases.

From the SEM observations, the particles less than 
1.6 mm completely solidified. Figure 8 shows the solidi-
fication ratio, ψ, of the particles versus particle size. This 
tendency numerically and experimentally obtained can be 
attributed to the internal energy of the particle. Small par-
ticles have lower mass and thus lower internal energy com-
pared with large particles. Moreover, small particles have 
lower velocities than large particles, which mean a longer 
residence time to release its internal energy. In addition, 
the heat transfer coefficient decreases as the particle size 
increases, as shown in Figure 9, which affects the heat 
transfer rate as well.

The deviation between the theoretical and the experimen-
tal curves is seen in the particle diameter range of 1.3 mm 
and 2 mm. It might be attributed to the non-uniform air 
velocity distribution inside the prilling tower. In the future, 
CFD simulation will be performed to take into account the 
velocity distribution of the air stream in the tower.

Conclusion

The solidified shell thickness of the urea prills at the 
bottom of a prilling tower has been examined numerically 
and experimentally. The simulation is based on the hydro-
dynamics, and energy balance between urea particles and 
air. For the experiments, snapshots of particle cross section 
were taken by a scanning electronic microscope (SEM) to 
evaluate the progress of solidification inside the particle. The 
results are as follows:
−Simulations predict that the complete solidification oc-

curs for particles of 1.3 mm diameter and less.
−SEM observations indicate that the complete solidifica-

tion occurs for particles of 1.6 mm diameter and less.
−The solidified ratios numerically predicted totally agree 

with the experimental measurements except the range of 1.3 
to 2 mm.
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Nomenclature

Ap =  the projected area of the particle [m2]
CD =  drag coefficient [—]
Dp =  particle diameter [m]
dp =  average particle diameter [m]
Cpa =  specific heat capacity of the air [J/(kg·K)]
Cpl =  specific heat capacity of liquid urea [J/(kg·K)]
Cps =  specific heat capacity of solid urea [J/(kg·K)]
êr =  unit vector in r-direction [—]
eθ =  unit vector in θ-direction [—]
FB =  buoyancy force [N]
FD =  drag force [N]
FW =  weight force [N]
g =  acceleration of gravity [m/s2]
hv =  heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2·K)]
k̂ =  unit vector in z-direction [—]
Ka =  thermal conductivity of the air [W/(kg·K)]
Kl =  thermal conductivity of liquid urea [W/(kg·K)]
Ks =  thermal conductivity of solid urea [W/(kg·K)]
L =  latent heat of solidification [J/kg]
mp =  mass of urea particle [kg]
Nu =  Nusselt number [—]
Pr =  Prantdl number [—]
Rc =  radius of the core portion of urea particle [m]
Rp =  radius of the particle [m]
Rep =  particle Reynolds number [—]
rp =  r-direction of the spherical coordinates [—]
rsec =  radius of the rotating bucket at any section [m]
Ta =  temperature of cooling air [°C]
Tl =  temperature of liquid urea [°C]
Tm =  crystallization temperature [°C]
Ts =  temperature of solid urea [°C]
Ttop =  initial temperature of liquid urea [°C]
Vp =  volume of urea particle [m3]
vp =  particle velocity [m/s]
vp0 =  initial particle velocity vector [m/s]
vrel =  particle velocity relative to the air [m/s]
vrel =  absolute value of the particle velocity relative to the air [m/s]
v̂0 =  unit vector of the relative velocity [—]
vz =  axial component of the particle velocity [m/s]
zinit =  height of the tower at which the solidification begins [m]
zbottom =  bottom of the tower where the datum is taken [m]
zfinal =  height of the tower at which the solidification ends [m]
ztop =  vertical distance from the top of the tower to the bottom [m]

ε =  fraction of tower volume occupied by the particles [—]
ρa =  density of air [kg/m3]
ρp =  density of urea particle [kg/m3]
μa =  kinematic viscosity of the air [Pa.s]
δ =  solidified shell thickness [m]
Ω =  rotational speed of the rotating cone [rad/s]

Fig. 9　Variation of heat transfer coefficient with the tower height
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